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Chapter 3

Dimensional Reduction

In the previous chapter we saw that string theory has as a low-energy limit a su-
pergravity theory. String theory is only consistent in ten dimensions making ten-
dimensional supergravity theories interesting. In light of the conjectured M-theory
[43,78,79], eleven-dimensional supergravity [42] becomes evenly interesting. However,
nature seems to be four-dimensional. Fortunately almost all supergravities in nine or
less dimensions can be obtained from a ten- or eleven-dimensional supergravity by a
procedure called dimensional reduction.

The procedure of dimensional reduction relies on a basic idea; imagine a theory
living in D+1 dimensions and suppose that one dimension is compact and circle-like.
If one shrinks the radius of the circle to a size that we cannot see by experiment, we
don’t see it but it is there.

Getting sensible four-dimensional supergravity theories with a stringy origin is
not the only way dimensional reductions are used. Finding solutions in supergravities
corresponding to solitonic objects (p-branes), of which it is conjectured that they play
the role of a fundamental particle in M-theory, is facilitated by using dimensional
reductions. As a first step one obtains from a ten- or eleven-dimensional supergravity
a lower-dimensional supergravity by dimensional reduction. Finding a solution in
the lower-dimensional supergravitiy and uplifting the solution back to ten (or eleven)
dimensions gives rise to a solution in ten (or eleven) dimension, often corresponding
to a configuration of p-branes. Trying to find p-brane solutions directly in ten (or
eleven) dimensions turns out to be more difficult than using a dimensional reduction
(see for example [80]).

This chapter starts with an easy example from which some general features can be
understood. Then follows a general discussion on Kaluza–Klein dimensional reduction
and some of its applications in studying supergravity theories after which we discuss
briefly other kinds of dimensional reduction.
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3.1 Example: Fourier on a Circle

Before going into technical details, let us treat a pedagogical example. From this easy
example we can already see some important issues and where problems might pop
up, if any. See [81] for a similar discussion.

Since in ungauged supergravities most fields are massless, it is not a great loss of
generalization if we study massless particles. We take a free massless scalar ϕ living
in D+ 1 dimensions and we curl up one dimension, say the z-direction, to a compact
interval of length 2πR with the endpoints identified. Then the scalar admits a discrete
Fourier expansion;

ϕ(xµ, z) =
∑

n∈Zϕn(xµ)ein
z
R . (3.1.1)

The equation of motion of the scalar ϕ in D + 1 dimensions becomes

�D+1ϕ(xµ, z) = 0 ⇒ (�D −
(

n
R

)2
)ϕn(xµ) = 0 , ∀n ∈ Z , (3.1.2)

where �m denotes the d’Alembertian in m dimensions. We see that from a D-
dimensional point of view the scalar ϕ has decomposed in a tower of scalars ϕn

with masses | n
R |. If the radius R is shrunk to a size such that the characteristic mass

MR = 1/R becomes unreachable for detectors, only the massless scalar is an observ-
able particle. In the limit R → 0 we get an infinite mass gap and the massive states
decouple.

Keeping all the fields ϕn is not useful and a truncation to a finite set is desirable.
From the masses of the fields ϕn we can argue that a low-energy approximation only
retains the field ϕ0 and sets all the fields ϕn for n 6= 0 to zero. With interactions
to gravity the concepts of mass and energy become troubled and in general finding a
consistent truncation to a finite set of fields corresponding to a low-energy approxi-
mation becomes more difficult. Consistency in this context means that the fields that
are not put to zero do not give rise to nonzero source terms in the original equations of
motion for the fields that are put to zero. In other words, the fields that are truncated
away should not reappear through the dynamics of the higher-dimensional theory. For
this example the issue of consistency is dealt with easily since there is no interaction
between the scalar modes ϕn. In the more general case there are interactions and the
issue of consistency becomes more involved. However there exists an argument based
on symmetries for dealing with the issue.

We now present a symmetry argument to find a consistent truncation. The group
of diffeomorphisms of the circle is generated by an infinite-dimensional Virasoro al-
gebra [82]. This group has a finite one-dimensional subgroup U(1) generated by
constants shift along the z-direction. The U(1)-symmetry is also present in the lower-
dimensional theory. The tower of scalars ϕn comprises all irreducible representa-
tions of U(1), which are labelled by integers. Under the action of a U(1) element
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eiz 7→ eiz+ic, corresponding to shifting z to z + c, we see that

ϕn(x) 7→ einc/Rϕn(x) (3.1.3)

and the scalar ϕ0 is the only singlet.
The truncation to a singlet of a symmetry group G is always consistent, as we now

argue. The equations of motion of a field φ(α), where the superscript (α) denotes the
representation, are schematically Dφ(α) = J (α) (3.1.4)

where D denotes some differential operator and J (α) is a function of fields, acting as
a source term, which has to be in the same representation of G as φ(α). If all fields
that are not singlets under G are put to zero, the source J (α) must be zero, since out
of singlets alone, one cannot build a nontrivial representation. Hence, truncating a
theory to the singlets of a symmetry (sub-)group is always a consistent truncation.

3.2 Kaluza–Klein Reductions

The name Kaluza–Klein is from the physicist Klein and the mathematician Kaluza
who studied general relativity in 5 dimensions [83, 84]. The reason they did this was
that reducing the theory over a circle gave Einstein’s theory of General Relativity
in four dimensions coupled to Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism. The work of
Kaluza and Klein was one of the earlier attempts to unify gravity with other forces.

Formally, a Kaluza–Klein dimensional reduction can be broken down into four
steps (the definition that we use for a Kaluza–Klein dimensional reduction follows
below in section 3.2.1). These four steps we first explain shortly and in the sections
3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we go into more detail for all four steps. See for a similar
discussion [85].

The first step is finding a (stable) vacuum in the higher-dimensional theory with
a geometry Y × X, where Y is a maximally symmetric space and X is a compact
homogeneous symmetric space; X ∼= G/K for a group G with subgroup K and if g

and k are the Lie algebras of G and K respectively then g = k ⊕ p with [k, p] ⊂ p and
[p, p] ⊂ k.

The second step is analyzing the fluctuations of the fields around their vacuum
values. The fluctuations are the lower-dimensional fields. The analysis of the fluc-
tuations is similar to the analysis of the Fourier expansion of the example in section
3.1.

The third step is a truncation to a finite set of fields. The truncation needs to
be consistent if we want to use the dimensional reduction procedure as a solution
generating technique. At the end of this chapter we shortly discuss some aspects
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of nonconsistent reductions. The final step consists of finding a lower-dimensional
Lagrangian that describes the dynamics of the lower-dimensional fields.

Often these four steps are less distinguished in the literature; one directly writes
down a (hopefully) consistent Ansatz for the fields and their fluctuations using a finite
set of fields. For clearness we stick as much as possible to the four steps mentioned
above.

3.2.1 Different Vacua

A solution that can be found in many supergravities is the solution where the space-
time geometry is maximally symmetric and all the fields, except the metric, vanish.
The Riemann tensor in a maximally symmetric space is of the special form

Rµνλρ = 1
3Λ(gµλgνρ − gνλgµρ) . (3.2.1)

The sign of Λ gives three different maximally symmetric spaces. (1) Λ = 0: D-
dimensional Minkowski space-time MD with zero curvature, (2)Λ < 0: D-dimensional
anti-de Sitter space-time AdSD with negative curvature and (3)Λ > 0: D-dimensional
de Sitter space-time dSD with positive curvature.

For a maximally symmetric space, the number of Killing vectors takes the maximal
value 1

2D(D + 1). A Killing vector is a vector field of which the flow consists of lines
on which the metric is constant. Hence if X is a Killing vector, then the Lie derivative
of the metric with respect to X vanishes: (LXg) = 0. It follows that a Killing vector
satisfies

∇µXν + ∇νXµ = 0 . (3.2.2)

Another set of vacua is given by spaces of the form Y d ×Xp, p + d = D, where
Y d is a d-dimensional maximally symmetric space and Xp is a p-dimensional sym-
metric compact space. In general the number of symmetries will have decreased. So
a physical process Y D → Y d × Xp, which corresponds physically to a spontaneous
compactification of space-time, involves symmetry breaking; the higher-dimensional
equations of motion exhibit a covariance under general coordinate transformation
whereas a solution of the form Y d ×Xp breaks this covariance. Since we are working
with theories involving gravity, we cannot simply calculate the energy difference be-
tween two vacua and decide which is the true vacuum. Even if the space-times are of
the form Md × T p, where T p denotes a p-torus, which has energy zero we cannot say
that these vacua have the same energy as we can not compare ”zero apples to zero
oranges” [86].

The direct-product structure of the vacuum means that the metric decomposes
into a block-diagonal structure

ĝµ̂ν̂(x, y) =

(
gµν(x) 0

0 gαβ(y)

)

. (3.2.3)
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The hat indicates the higher-dimensional fields and indices (for conventions on split-
ting up coordinates and indices, see appendix A). The requirement of maximally sym-
metric Y is maintained if we take a warped-product metric where gµν is multiplied by
a y-dependent function: ĝµν(x, y) = f(y)gµν(x). The geometry of a warped-product
space differs significantly from that of a direct-product space (see [85]).

The definition of a Kaluza–Klein dimensional reduction that we use lies in the
choice of the compact manifold X. A Kaluza–Klein dimensional reduction is a di-
mensional reduction where the compact manifold Xp is isomorphic to a symmetric
space G/K. The cosets G/K fall into three classes:

• G/K ∼= U(1)p. The compact manifold is flat and isomorphic to a torus. Some-
times people refer to these dimensional reductions as the Kaluza–Klein reduc-
tions. We have chosen to take a wider definition of Kaluza–Klein reductions
following [87].

• G/K ∼= P ⊂ G. The compact manifold is a (nonabelian) Lie group P . These
reductions are called group manifold reductions and DeWitt seems to be the
first to consider them [88].

• G/K a true coset, G nonabelian. For example: the n-sphere1 Sn = SO(n +
1)/SO(n) if n 6= 3 and the complex projective spaces CPn = SU(n+1)/SU(n).
It seems Pauli invented these dimensional reductions first in 1953 [89,90].

We assume G is compact implying that G is a direct product of a semisimple Lie
group G0 and a torus: G = G0 ⊗ U(1)m. We give a proof of this in section 3.4.2.

The Vielbein on G/K

Let us discuss the vacuum configuration of the vielbein on G/K in more detail. The
analysis becomes trivial for a torus and hence we assume G to be semisimple and
compact. The vielbein vacuum configuration is in a similar fashion as the metric in
equation 3.2.3 given by

êâ
µ̂ =

(
ea
µ 0
0 em

α

)

, (3.2.4)

where ea
µ is a vielbein of a maximally symmetric space. We now claim that for em

α

we can take the components of the G/K-vielbein e = eαdyα as defined by equation
2.4.7, where eα ∈ p. A torus is flat and hence the vielbein can be taken constant and
diagonal: em

α = δm
α . We prove the claim by showing that this choice gives rise to a

homogeneous metric, i.e. a metric invariant under the action of G.

1Of the spheres Sn only one is a group manifold: S3 = SO(4)/SO(3) ∼= SO(3)×SO(3)/SO(3) ∼=
SO(3).
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The homogeneous metric is given by the line element:

ds2G/K = −trad(e⊗ e) = −trad(eαeβ)dyα ⊗ dyβ . (3.2.5)

Since e is G-invariant, so is trad(eαeβ). The metric 〈, 〉 defined by 3.2.5 is com-
pletely determined by its values at the origin sinceG-invariance requires 〈X,Y 〉g−1K =
〈g∗X, g∗Y 〉K where g∗ is the push-forward of the map on G/K induced by L(y) 7→
gL(y). We now use the symbol g for the action of g ∈ G on G/K. For the metric
to be well-defined it has to be K-invariant since if g−1g′ ∈ K for g, g′ ∈ G, then
we need 〈X,Y 〉gK = 〈X,Y 〉g′K , which is true if 〈, 〉 is K-invariant. But since 〈, 〉 is
G-invariant, it is also K-invariant. The choice of parametrization of G/K should have
no influence on the metric, hence under L(y) 7→ L(y)k(y)−1, k(y) ∈ K, the metric
should be invariant. Under L(y) 7→ L(y)k(y)−1, k(y) ∈ K we have e 7→ kek−1. Hence
a reparametrization acts as a rotation the vector space T (G/K)K

∼= p by means of
the Adjoint action of K on p. The metric 〈, 〉 is clearly invariant under the Adjoint
action of K on p since the trace in the adjoint representation is AdG-invariant. This
proves the claim (QED).

The claim just proved has far reaching consequences. We introduce the matrices
D(k) = AdG(k)|p, k ∈ K 2, and |p denotes the restriction to p. The group G is
semisimple and compact and hence g is a compact Lie algebra, implying that the
metric defined by 3.2.5 is positive definite. The AdG(K)-invariance of the metric
implies that the matrices D(k) should be matrices in the vector representation of
SO(p). In other words, the representation of K defined by D(k) should be embedded
in the vector representation of SO(p), with p = dimG/K = dim p. For the Lie algebra
this implies that the adjoint representation of k restricted to its action on p should
consist of antisymmetric matrices, which form the vector representation of so(p).

We can in get explicit formulas for the embedding. The basis for the vector
representation of so(p) is given by the matrices (Σmn)pq = δmpδnq − δmqδnp. We
introduce a set of basis elements kī for k; we use the basis elements tm for p. Barred
indices correspond to components with respect to the basis kī of k while unbarred
indices correspond to components with respect to the basis tm of p.

From the embedding we see that there should be numbers cīnp = −cīpn such that

D(kī) =
∑

p,q

cīpqΣpq . (3.2.6)

From the structure constants fp
m̄n defined by [km̄, tn] = tpf

p
m̄n it follows that the

matrices D(km̄) satisfy D(km̄)pq = −D(km̄)qp = fp
m̄q = −fq

m̄p. Using this and
taking traces of equation 3.2.6 with Σrs we find

cm̄rs = 1
4 (fs

m̄r − fr
m̄s) = − 1

2f
r
m̄s ⇒ D(km̄) = − 1

2

∑

p,q

fp
m̄qΣpq . (3.2.7)

2In mathematics, the representation of the group K defined by the matrices D(k) is called the
isotropy-representation of K w.r.t. G/K, see e.g. [91]
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This result was also obtained by [87].

We can summarize the analysis of the vacuum configuration of the vielbein as
follows: the vielbein on G/K, with G semisimple, in the vacuum can be read off from
the projection of L−1dL to p and the adjoint action of K on p should be embedded in
the vector representation of the rotation group SO(p). This last sentence is sometimes
paraphrased as that the p-vector of SO(p) should contain the K-content of G/K.

Supersymmetry; Killing Spinors

The vacuum configuration can break supersymmetry. Since in the vacuum configura-
tion the fermions are zero, supersymmetry acts trivially on the bosons. The question
whether supersymmetry is broken or not, is whether the supersymmetry variation of
the fermions vanishes or not. If there is no flux the Einstein equation is R̂µ̂ν̂ = 0
and hence the internal manifold is Ricci flat and the lower-dimensional space-time is
Minkowski. The variation of the gravitino takes the form ∇µ̂ǫ = 0; this is the Killing
spinor equation. The integrability condition for the Killing spinor equation is

[∇µ̂,∇ν̂ ]ǫ = 0 ⇒ Rµ̂ν̂
âb̂Γâb̂ǫ = 0. (3.2.8)

Hence the integrability equation implies that vacuum configurations of the form
Minkowski × torus do not break supersymmetry.

We define the subgroup H of the Spin(1,D − 1) group3 to be generated by the

elements R̂µ̂ν̂
âb̂Γâb̂. The group H is called the restricted holonomy group. The

integrability equation implies that a covariant spinor exists that is a singlet under
the restricted holonomy group. It follows that the decomposition of the spin 1/2
representation of the group Spin(1,D − 1) under the subgroup H should contain at
least a singlet if we want an unbroken supersymmetry. This puts restrictions on the
group H and thus on the geometry. For some examples and a deeper discussion on
the relation between Killing spinors see the lecture notes of Gauntlett [92].

If fluxes are present we obtain a modified Killing spinor equation, which schemat-
ically takes on the form:

Dµǫ+Xµǫ = 0 . (3.2.9)

The integrability condition now implies that an unbroken supersymmetry exists only
if space-time has a nontrivial curvature. This of course is not so strange since a
flux contributes to the energy momentum tensor, and hence the Einstein equation
guarantees that the Ricci tensor does not vanish.

3The Spin(1, d − 1) is the group generated by the Γab and Spin(1, d − 1) turns out to be the
double cover of SO(1, d − 1); also see appendix C.
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3.2.2 Expansions of the Fluctuations

The fluctuations of the fields around their vacuum value are the lower-dimensional
fields. Nonzero vacuum values of the higher-dimensional fields correspond to pa-
rameters in the lower-dimensional theory. Before we truncate, the fluctuations are
arbitrary and therefore the expansion of the fluctuations involves the harmonic analy-
sis on symmetric spaces. There is little known for a general symmetric space, due to
the lack of an invariant measure. However, the symmetric spaces that we are inter-
ested in are of the form G/K with G compact. In these cases an invariant measure
exists [93].

Harmonic Expansion on a Group Manifold

If K is trivial, the analysis becomes easier. Let us write Ĝ for the set of all in-
equivalent unitary irreducible representations of G. One can prove that all unitary
irreducible representations of a compact group are finite-dimensional [93, 94]. Let us
label the representations ρs ∈ Ĝ by the upper index s: Ĝ = {ρs|s = 1, 2, . . .}. For a
representation ρs ∈ Ĝ we write the (ij)-matrix element of the unitary matrix repre-
senting the group element g ∈ G as D(s)(g)ij and the dimension of the representation
ρs we denote by ds. The matrix-elements are functions on the group G and satisfy
the Schur orthogonality relation

∫

G

D(s)(g)ijD
(s′)(g−1)kldµ(g) =

δilδjkδ
ss′

ds
, (3.2.10)

where µ is the unique invariant Haar measure on G normalized such that µ(G) = 1.
Hence the functions

√
dsD

(s)(g)ij form an orthonormal base for a subset of L2(µ,G),
the set of all square integrable functions on G. It is the famous Peter–Weyl theorem
[95] that states that the matrix-elements are a dense subset in L2(µ,G).

The Peter–Weyl theorem implies that any function Ψ ∈ L2(µ,G) can be expanded
as

Ψ(g) =
∑

s

∑

1≤i,j≤ds

√

dsD
(s)(g)ijψ̂

s
ji , (3.2.11)

where

ψ̂s
ij =

√

ds

∫

G

D(s)(g−1)ijΨ(g)dµ(g) . (3.2.12)

The equations 3.2.11-3.2.12 determine the harmonic expansion on G.
If G = U(1)n the irreducible representations are given by the one by one matrices

D~n(~θ) = e
~θ·~n, where ~n ∈ Zn is a vector with n integers and ~θ = (θ1, . . . , θn). Therefore

on the torus the standard Fourier analysis is obtained.
Tensorial fields on G are fields that carry a representation of the group that rotates

the tangent space. The largest possible group that rotates the tangent space isomet-
rically is SO(d), with d = dimG. On a group manifold all fields carry in a natural
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way representations of G; therefore every SO(d)-representation is decomposed in ir-
reducible G-representations. A field on G that takes values in a G-representation can
be expanded in a similar way as 3.2.11; the columns of a matrix in a representation of
G are basis elements of this representation. Therefore a field ψi(g) in the irreducible
representation ρ can be decomposed as

ψi(g) =
∑

j

√

dρD
(ρ)(g)ijψ̂j . (3.2.13)

The inversion formula to obtain ψ̂j is obtained using the orthogonality relation 3.2.10
of the matrix elements

√
dρD

(ρ)(g)ij .
Spinors can be defined if the group manifold admits a spin structure. We do not

go into details on the existence of spin structures.

Harmonic Expansion on a Symmetric Space

The harmonic expansion on coset manifolds was outlined in [87]. We show how the
procedure works and give an easy example. For more details we refer to [85,87,96,97].

From picture 2.4.1 we can see the group manifold G can be seen as G ∼= (G/K)⋉K.
This suggests that we can still use the matrix-elements of the group G to expand the
fields on G/K. The fields carry representations of the tangent space group, which is
SO(n), where n = dimG/K. Since the compact group K is a subgroup of SO(n) we
can decompose all tangent space representations into K-representations, see also the
discussion about the vielbein on G/K in section 3.2.1.

We give two examples. On the seven sphere S7 ∼= SO(8)/SO(7) the tangent space
group is SO(7), which coincides with K and hence all decompositions are trivial;
any irreducible SO(7)-representation is an irreducible K-representation. The man-
ifold SU(3)/SU(2) × U(1) has dimension 4 and therefore the tangent space group
is SO(4) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2). The vector representation of SO(4) is thus the (2, 2)
representation, i.e. the tensor product of the vector representations of both SU(2)
factors. The decomposition of this vector representation with respect to the subgroup
is [87]:

(2,2) → 2−1 ⊕ 2+1 , (3.2.14)

where the symbol 2−1 means the 2 representation of SU(2) where all vectors in this
representation carry U(1)-weight −1.

We take a field φi(g) where the index i indicates the components in a representation
µ of K. If g1 and g2 are in the same coset, there is an element k ∈ K such that
g1 = g2k. In terms of the picture 2.4.1 this corresponds to moving along a fibre.
Therefore for the field φi we require

φi(gk) =
∑

j

Dµ
ji(k)φj(g) , (3.2.15)
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where Dµ(k) is a matrix in the representation µ of K. We would like to relate this to
the expansion 3.2.11. This can only be done if the sum includes only those represen-
tations of G that contain the representation µ of K. For every representation λ of G
we have to do a decomposition with respect to K and see whether the decomposition
contains µ. The decomposition does depend on the embedding of K in G; for exam-
ple there is a family of manifolds corresponding to the cosets SO(5)/SO(3) differing
in how the SO(3) subgroup is embedded into SO(5) and the members of the family
differ in topology and in how the SO(5) irreducible representations are decomposed
into SO(3) irreducible representations [85].

If the decomposition of an irreducible G-representation λ into irreducible K-
representations reads λ → µ1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ µr then any matrix representing an element
k ∈ K in the λ representation of G can be written as

Dλ
ij(k) =








Dµ1(k) 0 . . .
0 Dµ2(k) . . .
...

. . . . . .
0 . . . Dµr (k)








ij

. (3.2.16)

Since a K-representation µ can occur multiply in the decomposition of λ, we
introduce an extra label ζ that labels the µ representations in λ:

λ→
m(λ,µ)
⊕

ζ=1

µζ ⊕ . . . , (3.2.17)

where the ellipsis contains representations not equivalent to µ and m(µ, λ) is the
number how many times µ occurs in the decomposition of λ.

Since the columns of a matrix in a representation of any group form a basis for the
module associated with that representation, one sees that the appropriate expansion
of the field φi in the µ-representation of K is

φi(g) =
∑

λ∈Ĝ

m(µ,λ)
∑

ζ=1

∑

m

Dλ
m,(iζ)(g)φλζm , (3.2.18)

where the index (iζ) is a compound index corresponding to the block decomposition
3.2.16, i.e. ζ labels the blocks corresponding to the µ representation and within a
block the rows and columns are labelled by the index i.

We can resolve an element g ∈ G into a product L(y)k and obtain the inversion
formula to 3.2.18:

φλζm =
VKdλ

dµ

∫

G/K

dµ(L(y))φi(L(y))Dλ
(iζ),m(L−1(y)) , (3.2.19)
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where dµ denotes the dimension of the irreducible representation λ, VK denotes the
volume of K and dµ(L(y)) denotes the invariant Haar measure on G evaluated at
L(y).

Example: Harmonic Expansion on S2

The two-sphere S2 is the symmetric space SO(3)/SO(2). The irreducible representa-
tions of SO(2) are labelled by integers n and a vector v in the one-dimensional irre-
ducible representation of SO(2) associated with the integer n transforms as v 7→ einθv,
where θ parameterizes SO(2): 0 ≤ θ < 2π. The irreducible nonspinorial represen-
tations of SO(3) are labelled by nonnegative integers j and have dimensions 2j + 1.
The decomposition of the j-representation of SO(3) with respect to SO(2) is:

j → 1−j ⊕ 1−j+1 ⊕ . . . 1j−1 ⊕ 1j , (3.2.20)

where the upper index denotes the integer corresponding to the SO(2) irreducible
representation. The decomposition 3.2.20 follows from the fact that any element
of SO(3) can be taken to generate the Cartan subalgebra, which is isomorphic to
SO(2). The n-representation of SO(2) is thus contained in all SO(3)-representations
with j ≥ |n|.

Let us denote the three independent generators in SO(3) by T1,T2 and T3 with
commutation relations [Ti, Tj ] =

∑

k ǫijkTk. The SO(2)-subgroup is generated by
T3. The two-sphere can be parameterized by L(θ, φ) = exp(−θT1 − φT2), which is
inconvenient for practical calculations. A parametrization more suited for practical
calculations is:

L(y) = exp(−φT3) exp(−θT2) . (3.2.21)

The appearance of the T3 generator and no T1 generator might worry the reader,
but using the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula the parametrization 3.2.21 can be
related to a parametrization involving T1 in the exponent. Calculating L−1dL one
finds the vielbein e and the K-connection ω:

e = −T2dθ + T1 sin θdφ, ω = − cos θT3dφ . (3.2.22)

Therefore the invariant metric is given by the line element

ds2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 . (3.2.23)

The decomposition of irreducible SO(3)-representations, which are labelled by the
nonnegative integer j, into SO(2) irreducible representations corresponds to taking
T3 diagonal with eigenvalues −

√
−1j, . . . ,+

√
−1j. Since the tangent space is SO(2)

there is no need to decompose the tangent space group with respect to the subgroup
K = SO(2). The label ζ running from 1 to m(n, j) is now unnecessary since the
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SO(2) representations occur at most once in every SO(3) representation. Any field
ψn in the n-representation of SO(2) can now according to 3.2.18 be decomposed as

ψn(θ, φ) =

∞∑

j=|n|

j
∑

m=−j

√

2j + 1Dj
mn(θ, φ) . (3.2.24)

The so-called harmonics Dj
mn(θ, φ) satisfy

Dj
mn(θ, φ) = Dj

mn(e−φT3e−θT2) =

j
∑

k=−j

Dj
mk(e−φT3)Dj

kn(e−θT2)

= e−imφDj
mn(e−θT2) = e−imφDj

mn(0, θ) ,

(3.2.25)

since T3 is diagonal. For n = 0 the familiar expansion of a function in harmonics on
the sphere as treated in most quantum mechanics textbooks is recovered:

ψ(θ, φ) =

∞∑

j=0

j
∑

m=−j

√

2j + 1e−imφP j
m(θ) , (3.2.26)

where P j
m(θ) = Dj

m,0(0, θ).
The harmonics on the sphere are usually found by solving the Laplace equation

on the sphere. This holds in general: the harmonics are found by analyzing the spec-
trum of a G-invariant second or first order differential operator (the mass operator),
such as the Laplacian, Dirac and Lichnierowicz operator, see e.g. [85, 93, 97]. The
eigenfunctions of these operators form a dense subset of L2(µ,G/K).

The Full Expansion of the Fluctuations

For the fluctuations of the fields around their vacuum we can thus write an expansion
like 3.2.18 but where the coefficients ψ̂λm are functions of x, the lower-dimensional
space-time coordinate. This is in principle how it works, but as we shall see, we don’t
have to follow this tedious programme; things can be simplified significantly.

Without proof we quote a result of [87,98] that states that the spectrum of fluctu-
ations of the metric always contains a graviton and Yang–Mills fields. In a few cases
it is explicitly proved that the Yang-Mills fields are related to the Killing vectors of
G/K. It is generally believed that the off-diagonal metric fluctuations always (and
not just in those cases where it was shown to be so) contain the terms [99]

g(x, y)µα =
∑

I

AI
µ(x)KI

α(y) + . . . , (3.2.27)

where KI
α = gαβK

Iβ and KIα∂α is a Killing vector of the vacuum metric gαβ on
G/K. The field AI

µ is called the Kaluza–Klein vector and it is a gauge boson in the
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lower-dimensional theory. This can be seen as follows. The Killing vectors generate
a Lie subgroup of G;

[KI ,KJ ] = LKI (KJ ) = f IJ
L KL . (3.2.28)

For a general coordinate transformation with parameter ξα = ǫI(x)KIα(y) we have

∇(αξβ) = 0 . (3.2.29)

From this it follows that from a lower-dimensional point of view, the field AI
µ has

changed according to δAI
µ = Dµǫ

I , where Dµ is the covariant derivative of the gauge

group generated by the Killing vectors. Hence the field AI
µ behaves like a Yang–Mills

gauge fields.
One might expect that the Killing vectors generate the full isometry group G, but

when fluxes are turned on, the vacuum can transform nontrivially under the isometry
group and the symmetry group of the vacuum can be broken down to a subgroup of
the isometry group G [100–102].

3.2.3 Consistent Truncation

Keeping all fluctuations corresponds to keeping the full theory, but written in an
inelegant form. A crucial ingredient in doing a consistent dimensional reduction is
finding a good truncation. A consistent dimensional reduction is by definition a
dimensional reduction of which the solutions of the lower-dimensional theory can be
uplifted to a solution of the higher-dimensional theory. A necessary condition for
consistency is that the fields that are truncated away do not reappear through their
higher-dimensional equations of motion.

In the example of section 3.1 we truncated the massive fields away, corresponding
to a low-energy approximation. For a general vacuum we do not know what is meant
by mass or energy. But if there is a gauge symmetry, we have a sense of massless,
since a gauge field is massless.

There is no general recipe for finding a suitable truncation. For the toroidal
and group reductions we can find general truncations, which we explain in the section
where these reductions are discussed. For (truly) coset reductions the matter is tedious
and only for a few reductions consistency has been established. Luckily these are
precisely the interesting cases from a string/M-theory point of view; for example
eleven-dimensional supergravity on AdS4×S7 is known to admit a consistent Kaluza–
Klein reduction [103].

Sometimes it is possible to break supersymmetry by the truncation. The fluctua-
tions in general make up supersymmetry multiplets although the vacuum might not
be supersymmetric. If the fluctuations can be truncated to a subsector that does not
itself form a supersymmetry multiplet with respect to the original supersymmetry
algebra, the lower-dimensional theory has less supersymmetry.
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3.2.4 The Lower-Dimensional Lagrangian

To obtain the lower-dimensional Lagrangian one takes often the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz
and plugs this into the higher-dimensional Lagrangian and then expressing everything
in lower-dimensional quantities and integrating over G/K. Hence we need to know
what the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz is and how to find it.

The word Kaluza–Klein Ansatz is a misnomer, it is not an Ansatz. After the trun-
cation we are left with a finite number of lower-dimensional fields. The fluctuations
of the higher-dimensional fields can be expanded in the lower-dimensional fields. This
expansion is called the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz [100].

In a toroidal reduction the truncation is clear and the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz follows
straightforward. For the toroidal reduction and group manifold reduction we explicitly
discuss the Kaluza–Klein Ansätze in the corresponding sections. For the (truly) coset
reduction we refer to the existing literature, e.g. [96,104–111] and references therein.
Note that a Kaluza–Klein Ansatz is not unique; two different Kaluza–Klein Ansätze
are related by a lower-dimensional field redefinition.

Typical for Kaluza–Klein reductions is that the expansion around the vacuum
is not written explicitly, but implicitly. Let us give an example, where we do a
dimensional reduction from five to four dimensions. We choose as vacuum Minkowski
in five dimensions - we suppose this is a solution. The vacuum metric is thus

ĝµ̂ν̂(x, y) =

(
ηµν 0
0 1

)

. (3.2.30)

The most general five-dimensional metric can be written as

ĝµ̂ν̂(x, y) =

(
gµν(x, y) + φ2(x, y)Aµ(x, y)Aν(x, y) φ(x, y)Aµ(x, y)

φ(x, y)Aν(x, y) φ(x, y)

)

. (3.2.31)

Equation 3.2.31 describes the full metric and can be used to obtain the expansions
of the fluctuations. On a circle this means we Fourier expand the fields gµν , Aµ and
φ. The truncation is then to the y-independent sector, which is consistent by the
symmetry argument of section 3.1. The truncated metric is given by

ĝµ̂ν̂(x) =

(
gµν(x) + φ2(x)Aµ(x)Aν(x) φ(x)Aµ(x)

φ(x)Aν(x) φ(x)

)

. (3.2.32)

In this form the vacuum metric and truncated expansion are put in one single met-
ric. Equation 3.2.32 is called the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the metric. Since this
nomenclature is so often used we stick to the tradition and (ab)use it as well.

For every isometry of the higher-dimensional vacuum configuration there is a mass-
less gauge boson. In this case, massless is defined by having a gauge transformation.
The higher-dimensional theory has in many cases symmetries; the symmetries that are
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not broken or truncated away in the dimensional reduction are present in the lower-
dimensional theory. The massless gauge bosons of the lower-dimensional theory are
thus in general associated with a subgroup of the isometry group of the vacuum and
remnants of higher-dimensional gauge symmetries.

3.3 Toroidal Reductions

A torus is flat and has vanishing Ricci tensor. Hence if there are no fluxes the
maximally symmetric space-time Y d is Minkowski. Thus in the absence of fluxes
there appear no new parameters in the lower-dimensional theory. Hence starting
with a ten-dimensional supergravity (not Romans type IIA) we will end up in a
lower-dimensional ungauged supergravity.

In this section we carry out the dimensional reduction over a torus without fluxes.
We first discuss the issue of the expansion and truncation and then motivate the
Kaluza–Klein Ansatz. The global symmetry group of the ungauged supergravity and
how to find it is discussed in section 3.3.2.

The Field Expansions and Truncations

For the torus T p the vacuum configuration is almost trivial; the torus is flat and
therefore the vielbein on the torus can be taken to be diagonal. Expanding the
fields around their vacuum values can be done by standard Fourier analysis and the
truncation is to the U(1)p singlets; i.e. all retained fluctuations are independent of
the coordinates on the torus.

The action of the U(1)p of the torus commutes with the supersymmetry algebra.
Hence the zero modes also form a supersymmetry multiplet of a supersymmetry al-
gebra with the same number of supercharges as in the original theory. Therefore the
truncation to the zero modes does not break supersymmetry.

Unbroken supersymmetry implies that we already know what the result of the
dimensional reduction is. Suppose we start with Type I supergravity, which has 16
supercharges, then in four dimensions we end up with an N = 4 ungauged super-
gravity since the irreducible spinor in four dimensions has four real components. The
number of vector multiplets that is coupled to the pure supergravity multiplet is easily
calculated; the two-form gives six vector as well as the metric. Hence we end up with
a total of 12 vectors in four dimensions. Pure N = 4 supergravity in four dimensions
contains 6 vectors, so we have N = 4 supergravity coupled to 6 vector multiplets.
This is also what Chamseddine found [61].
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The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz

The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz is a generalization of 3.2.32. The correct generalization
describing the lower-dimensional fields is most conveniently found by expanding the
fields in the tangent space as we explain below.

The lower-dimensional fields transform under lower-dimensional general coordi-
nate transformations and under internal symmetries that are remnants of the higher-
dimensional general coordinate transformations. We want the fields to transform in
‘the right way’ under the transformations induced by the higher-dimensional general
coordinate transformations. The only general coordinate transformations that are
consistent with the truncation to the y-independent sector are

lower-dimensional g.c.t. : xµ 7→ xµ + ξµ(x) (3.3.1a)

internal symmetries : yα 7→ ξα(x) + Λα
βy

β . (3.3.1b)

To find the fields that transform correctly under these symmetries it is convenient
to write the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz in the tangent space, since the fields with tangent
space indices are inert under general coordinate transformations. This statement also
holds for group manifold reductions.

To illustrate the ideas we work out the toroidal reduction of the bosonic sector
of ten-dimensional Heterotic supergravity. We illustrate how global symmetries arise
and give a general method for finding the global symmetry group from the reduction.
We do not write all calculations down in every detail; the details can be found in for
example [112].

3.3.1 Heterotic Supergravity on a Torus

We reduce the bosonic sector of ten-dimensional Heterotic supergravity to D dimen-
sions over a d-torus in the absence of fluxes. The ten-dimensional action of the bosonic
sector of Heterotic supergravity is given by (see 2.3.12)

LHet = e−φ
(
⋆1R+ ⋆dφ ∧ dφ− 1

2 ⋆ H ∧H − 1
2Tr ⋆ F ∧ F

)
. (3.3.2)

where we rescaled the ten-dimensional dilaton φ. The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the
metric is given by the line element

ds210 = gµνdxµdxν +Gαβ(dyα − V α)(dyβ − V β) . (3.3.3)

In this line element V α = V α
µ dxµ is the Kaluza–Klein vector. We can equally well

specify the vielbein by

êa = ea, êm = Φm
α (dyα − V α) ≡ Φm

α f
α . (3.3.4)
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The object Φm
α is to be identified with the y-independent term in the expansion of

the fluctuations of the vielbein on the torus and it satisfies Φm
α δmnΦn

β = Gαβ .

As mentioned before the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the fields is found by expanding
the higher-dimensional fields - from now on indicated with a hat - in lower-dimensional
fields in the tangent space; we expand the fields with respect to the basis ea and fα.
Instead of working with em we work with fα; this has the advantage that dfα =
−dV α ≡ −Fα. The Kaluza–Klein Ansätze are:

φ̂ = φ+ 1
2 lndetGαβ ,

B̂ = B(2) +B(1)
α ∧ fα + 1

2Bαβf
α ∧ fβ ,

ÂI = AI(1) +AI
αf

α ,

(3.3.5)

where B(2) = 1
2Babe

a ∧ eb = 1
2Bµνdxµ ∧ dxν and similarly: B

(1)
α = Bµαdxµ and

AI(1) = AI
µdxµ. The index I on AI is a Yang–Mills index.

In the absence of fluxes the vacuum configuration for the nonmetric fields is triv-
ial; all fields vanish in the chosen vacuum. Hence equations 3.3.5 represent the y-
independent terms in the fluctuations of the fields around the vacuum value 0.

Suppose we want nontrivial vacuum values. One then adds a term to the Kaluza–
Klein Ansatz of the fields; this term gives rise to a flux-term in the field strength. For
example, we could have taken ÂI = AI(1) + AI

αf
α + αI , where αI is a one-form on

the torus that is only defined locally. Acting on it with the differential operator gives
the flux-term M I = dαI ; this equation means that locally the flux-term M I can be
written as the d of a one-form. If it is possible to write M I globally on the torus as
M I = dαI the flux, which is defined by the integral of M I over a two-cycle on the
torus, vanishes. For the moment we do not use fluxes.

We restrict ourselves to the maximal abelian subalgebra of the Yang–Mills algebra
(see also section 2.4.3). This restriction also simplifies the analysis. The Cartan
subalgebra of both SO(32) and E8 × E8 has dimension 16, but we take this number
to be N . This makes contact with four-dimensional N = 4 supergravity, which admits
the possibility to couple any number of vector multiplets to the supergravity multiplet.

It is straightforward to calculate from equations 3.3.5 the field strengths. The
field strengths can be reassembled in the Lagrangian, which can be integrated over
the torus. Setting

∫

Td d
dy = 1 , one obtains the D-dimensional Lagrangian

L =e−φ
(

⋆1R+ ⋆dφ ∧ dφ− 1
2

∑

I

⋆F I ∧ F I − 1
2

∑

I

GαβF I
αF

I
β

− 1
2 ⋆ dGαβ ∧ dGαβ − 1

2Gαβ ⋆ F
α ∧ F β − 1

2 ⋆ H
(3) ∧H(3)

− 1
2G

αβ ⋆ H(2)
α ∧H(2)

β − 1
4G

αβGγδ ⋆ H(1)
αγ ∧H(1)

βδ

)

.

(3.3.6)
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The field strengths are given by4

F I = dAI −AI
αF

α , F I
α = dAI

α ,

H = dB +Bα ∧ Fα − 1
2A

I ∧ F I ,

Hα = dBα +BαβF
β − 1

2A
I ∧ dAI

α ,

Hαβ = dBαβ + 1
2

(
AI

αdAI
β −AI

βdAI
α

)
.

(3.3.7)

To extract physical information from a supergravity action it is useful to ‘go the
Einstein frame’. By this we mean that a Weyl rescaling gµν 7→ eaφgµν is performed
such that the resulting action contains the Ricci scalar without a dilatonic prefactor.
If the Weyl rescaling has been performed the kinetic term for the dilaton acquires the
canonical form − 1

2 ⋆ dφ ∧ dφ.
As mentioned before, the action 3.3.6 describes ungauged N = 4 supergravity

coupled to 6 abelian Yang–Mills multiplets. In accordance with this, there appears
no potential in the action 3.3.6.

The scalars Gαβ , Bαβ and AI
α describe an SO(d,d + N)/SO(d) × SO(d + N)

coset [75]. In reference [75] it was shown that the scalars can be rearranged into the
(2d +N) × (2d +N)-matrix

M =





G−1 −G−1C −G−1aT

−CTG−1 G+ CTG−1C + aTa CTG−1aT + aT

−aG−1 aG−1C + a 1 + aG−1aT



 , (3.3.8)

where a = (AI
α), B = (Bαβ) and C = 1

2a
Ta + B. The matrix M is a symmetric

SO(d,d +N)-matrix; M satisfies MT ηM = η where

η =





0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1 . (3.3.9)

The kinetic terms of the scalars appearing in the action 3.3.6 can now be written as
1
8 tr(∂µM

−1∂µM). The reader who wants to check this is warned; the calculation is
tedious. For more details on this construction see [75]. In section 3.3.2 we develop a
method how to recognize the coset that is parameterized by the scalars.

Circle-by-Circle Approach

The n-torus is topologically equivalent to the direct product of n circles. Hence we
can do a torus reduction step by step, where at every step we do a circle reduction.
Though this procedure might look a little clumsy, as we will see in the next section,
one can obtain useful information in a circle-by-circle approach.

4Any repeated Yang–Mills index I, J, . . . is summed over.
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The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the metric for reducing over a circle is:

ds2D+1 = e2αϕds2D + e−2α(D−2)ϕ(dy + Vµdxµ)2 , (3.3.10)

where the number α is given by

α =
1

√

2(D − 1)(D − 2)
≡ 1

2s . (3.3.11)

The value of α is chosen such that the action obtained from the reduction maintains in
Einstein frame if the action was originally in Einstein frame. By performing a circle-
by-circle reduction the internal metric is upper triangular. At every reduction step we
‘produce’ a dilaton ϕi and they can be assembled in a vector ~ϕ. Every Kaluza–Klein
vector V i

µ gives rise to scalars Aij , which is only nonzero if i < j.
All steps can be rearranged in one step, where the line element of the Kaluza–Klein

Ansatz is given by

ds210 = e
1
2~g·~ϕds2D +

d∑

i=1

e2~γi·~ϕ(hi)2 , d +D = 10 , (3.3.12)

where

~ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕd) , ~g = 2(s1, s2, . . . , sd) , (3.3.13a)

~γi =
1

4
~g − 1

2
~fi , ~fi = (0, . . . , 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

i−1

, (9 − i)si, si+1, . . . , sd) , (3.3.13b)

hi = dyi + V i
µdxµ +

∑

i<j≤n

Aijdyj . (3.3.13c)

From 3.3.13c one sees that the internal metric is upper triangular. A disadvantage of
performing a dimensional reduction following the procedure sketched above is that the
distinction between tangent space indices and coordinate indices is less clear though
this distinction can be restored [D].

3.3.2 Global Symmetries Analysis

In all but three ungauged supergravity theories the scalars parameterize a coset G/K,
where G is the global symmetry group and K is the maximal compact subgroup of
G. The scalar manifolds of this kind that appear in supergravities are maximally
noncompact irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces.

An irreducible Riemannian symmetric space is a manifold G/K associated to
a triple (g, k, θ), where g is the real simple Lie algebra of G, k is a subalgebra of
g and the Lie algebra of K and θ is an involutive automorphism of which k is the
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eigenspace with eigenvalue +1. The triples (g, k, θ) with the just mentioned properties
are classified [94,113].

We are interested in the cases where the manifold G/K is such that k is the
maximal compact subalgebra of g; then the involutive automorphism θ becomes the
Cartan involution and G/K is the maximally noncompact irreducible Riemannian
symmetric space. In appendix B we give a classification of the maximally noncompact
irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces.

The real Lie algebra g can be decomposed as:

g = k ⊕ a ⊕ n , (3.3.14)

where k is as before, a is the noncompact Cartan subalgebra and n is the nilpotent
subalgebra spanned by the positive restricted root generators. The decomposition
3.3.14 is called the Iwasawa decomposition of g. It follows from the Iwasawa decom-
position that G/K ∼= exp (a ⊕ n). The elements of a are called noncompact Cartan
generators. In the remainder we try to minimize the Lie algebra technicalities, which
we review in appendix B.

The classification of the noncompact cosets G/K gives rise to a simple technique
for finding the global symmetry group G from the toroidal dimensional reduction
without having to do the sophisticated guess as in equation 3.3.8. For maximal
supergravities this ‘trick’ was already found by [114,115]. With a little group theory
the analysis can be extended to nonmaximal supergravities as we show in this section.
The discussion is based on [D] and details can be found in this reference.

The analysis of the global symmetries starts with a circle-by-circle reduction of
an action in Einstein frame. At every step the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the metric is
given by equations 3.3.10 and 3.3.11. At the ith step we write αi for the corresponding
α and ϕi for the corresponding ϕ.

The idea behind the analysis is the following. The scalars that emerge from the
dimensional reduction appear in two disguises; either they appear only with deriva-
tives or they also appear in exponential couplings to other fields. The scalars of the
first kind are called axions and the scalars of the second kind are called dilatons. The
dilatons ϕi can be arranged in a vector ~ϕ and the coupling of the dilatons to other
fields is of the form

exp (~ϕ · ~c) ⋆ F(p+1) ∧ F(p+1) , (3.3.15)

where F(p+1) is the field strength of a p-form. The vectors ~c are called dilaton coupling
vectors. The crucial point is that the dilaton coupling vectors are identified with the
positive restricted roots of a real form of a semisimple Lie algebra g, which has a
subalgebra k that is compactly embedded in g. Accordingly with every dilaton ϕi

we associate a noncompact Cartan generator Hi and every axion is identified with
an element of the positive restricted root subalgebra n. From the positive restricted
roots one can find g and k and hence G and K.
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To explain the technique of finding the global symmetry groupG we use as example
the dimensional reduction of Heterotic supergravity to D > 2 dimensions. The Yang–
Mills sector is restricted to the Cartan subalgebra and the dimension 16 of the Cartan
subalgebra is generalized to N . The action in Einstein frame reads:

S =

∫

M10

d10 x e
(

R− 1

2
(∂Φ0)2 − 1

12
e−Φ0H2 − 1

4
e−

1
2Φ0

N∑

I=1

F I
µνF

Iµν
)

, (3.3.16)

where e = detea
µ, Φ0 is the ten-dimensional dilaton and F I = dAI . The field strength

H contains the Yang–Mills Chern–Simons term: H = dB −∑N
I=1

1
2A

I ∧ F I .
The ten-dimensional metric reduces to a metric gµν , Kaluza–Klein vectors V i

µ and
axions Aij , which follow from the reduction of the Kaluza–Klein vectors and are only

nonzero if i < j. The gauge potential ÂI reduces to a gauge potential AI and scalars
AI

j . The result of the reduction of the Kalb–Ramond potential B̂(2) is a two-form
Bµν , vectors Bµi and scalars Bij and the dimensional reduction of the dilaton results
in a dilaton.

The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the Kalb–Ramond field B̂µ̂ν̂ is given by

B̂(2) = 1
2Bµνdxµ ∧ dxν +B

(1)
µi dxµ ∧ hi + 1

2B
(0)
ij h

i ∧ hj , (3.3.17)

and for the other fields similar, see [D]. To obtain the lower-dimensional Lagrangian,
the precise form of the field strengths is unimportant. At the step of the reduction
going from D + 1 to D dimensions one uses that for any (n + 1)-form field strength
F(n+1) the kinetic term reduces as

1
(n+1)! êF̂

2
(n+1) → 1

(n+1)!ee
−2nαϕF 2

(n+1) + 1
n!ee

2α(D−n−1)ϕF 2
(n) , (3.3.18)

where e = detea
µ. The Ricci scalar reduces as

êR̂→ eR− 1
2e(∂φ

i)2 − 1
4ee

−2α(D−1)ϕ(F i)2 , (3.3.19)

where F i is the Kaluza–Klein field strength of V i, which can contain axionic terms.
In D dimensions we obtain the Lagrangian L = L1 + L2 + L3, with

e−1L1 = R− 1
2∂µ

~Φ · ∂µ~Φ − 1
2

∑

1≤i<j≤d

(Fij)2e
~Bij ·~Φ − 1

4

d∑

i=1

(Fi)
2e

~Bi·~Φ ,

e−1L2 = − 1
12e

~A·~ΦH2 − 1
4

d∑

i=1

e
~Ai·~Φ(Hi)2 − 1

2

∑

1≤i<j≤d

e
~Aij ·~Φ(Hij)2 ,

e−1L3 = − 1
4e−

1
2

~G·~Φ
N∑

I=1

(F I)2 − 1
2

d∑

i=1

N∑

I=1

e
~Ci·~Φ(F I

i )2 , ,

(3.3.20)
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where5

H = dB − (dBi)ΓijV
j + 1

2 (dBij)ΓimΓjnV
mV n − 1

2 (AI −AI
i ΓijV

j)F I ,

Hn = (dBi)Γin − (dBij)ΓimΓjnV
m − 1

2 (AI −AI
i ΓijV

j)F I
n − 1

2A
I
nF

I ,

Hmn = (dBij)ΓimΓjn + 1
2

(
AI

pΓpmF
I
n −AI

pΓpnF
I
m

)
,

Fij = (dAim)Γmj ,

F i = dV i − (dAim)ΓmnV
n = dV i − FijV

j ,

(3.3.21)

and
~Φ = (Φ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕd) = (Φ0, ~ϕ) , ~Fi = (0, ~fi) ,
~Bij = −~Fi + ~Fj , ~G = (1, ~g) ,
~Ai = ~Fi − ~G , ~Bi = −~Fi ,
~Aij = ~Fi + ~Fj − ~G , ~A = −~G ,
Ci = ~Fi − 1

2
~G ,

(3.3.22)

where the vectors ~ϕ, ~fi and ~g are as in 3.3.13c. The vectors from equation 3.3.22
contain the information about the coset structure.

Recognizing the Scalar Coset

As explained above the dilaton coupling vectors can be identified with the positive
restricted roots of a real semisimple Lie algebra g. In particular we assume that
the inner product between the dilaton coupling vectors is proportional to the inner
product between the corresponding restricted roots. At the end of this section we
show that the assumption is true.

The vectors 3.3.22 satisfy the following relations

~Aij + ~Bik = ~Akj , ~Aij + ~Bjk = ~Aik ,

~Ci + ~Cj = ~Aij , ~Cj = ~Bij + ~Ci , i < j ,

~G · ~G = 8
D−2 ,

~Fi · ~Fj = 2δij + 2
D−2 ,

~Fi · ~G = 4
D−2 ,

~Ai · ~G = − 4
D−2 ,

~Aij · ~G = 0 , ~Bij · ~Bkl = 2δik − 2δil − 2δjk + 2δjl ,

~Ci · ~Cj = 2δij , ~Aij · ~Bkl = −2δik + 2δil − 2δjk + 2δjl .

(3.3.23)

All dilaton coupling vectors can be written as a sum of the vectors ~C1 and ~Bi,i+1

with integer coefficients. Hence the restricted root vectors λd−i and λd associated to

the vectors ~Bi,i+1 and ~C1 respectively generate the whole lattice of positive restricted

5Every repeated index is summed over.
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root vectors; they are the simple restricted root vectors. The simple restricted root
vectors make up a root system just like ordinary simple root vectors of semisimple
Lie algebras with the minor differences that the root system need not be reduced and
that the root vectors can have multiplicity greater than one; the dimension of the
subspace corresponding to a particular restricted root can be greater than one.

We can draw a Dynkin diagram for the restricted root system:

λ1 λ2 λd−1 λd

The multiplicities are found from the dimensional reduction; the multiplicity of a
restricted root vector is how often it appears in the Lagrangian. Looking at the
action 3.3.20 one sees that the multiplicity of λi is 1 for 1 ≤ i < d and N for i = d,
and the multiplicities of 2λi are zero.

If we know the multiplicities of the simple restricted root vectors λi and of twice
the simple restricted root vectors 2λi, together with the Dynkin diagram of the λi,
then the Lie algebras g and k are known and can be read off from tables B.4.1 and
B.4.2 in appendix B. The lower-dimensional Lagrangian as obtained by a circle-by-
circle reduction contains all information to read off the coset G/K. For Heterotic
supergravity the coset in D > 4 dimensions is SO(d,d +N)/SO(d) × SO(d +N).

There are subtleties if D = 4 and D = 3. In four dimensions the two-form Bµν can
be dualized. More generally, in D dimensions one should always dualize all (D − 2)-
forms to obtain the so-called maximal scalar manifold [115]. Having dualized the
two-form in four dimensions one can again read off the restricted root vectors and
count multiplicities and draw the Dynkin diagram of the simple restricted roots to
find the coset corresponding to the maximal scalar manifold. The maximal scalar
manifold in four dimensions of Heterotic supergravity is SL(2; IR)/U(1) ⊗ SO(6, 6 +
N)/SO(6) × SO(6 +N).

In three dimensions all vectors can be dualized and applying the above proce-
dure to find the maximal scalar manifold of three-dimensional Heterotic supergravity
results in the coset SO(8, 8 +N)/SO(8) × SO(8 +N).

Coset Construction

Having recognized the cosetG/K we need to check that the scalars in theD-dimensional
Lagrangian indeed parameterize the coset G/K. We therefore have to show that a
coset construction based on the coset found by recognizing the positive restricted
roots gives the same scalar Lagrangian as obtained from the dimensional reduction.
We first assume D > 4. For more details see [D].

The noncompact Cartan generators associated with the dilatons are written Hi

and are assembled in a (d + 1)-dimensional vector ~H (we incorporate the dilaton
already present in ten dimensions, this gives rise to some technicalities, which we
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avoid in this discussion; see [D]). We identify with every positive restricted root vector
a Lie algebra element. We therefore make the following identification:

~Bij ↔ Eij , i < j , [ ~H,Eij ] = ~BijEij ,

~Aij ↔ Rij = −Rji , [ ~H,Rij ] = ~AijRij , (3.3.24)

~Ci ↔ YiI , 1 ≤ I ≤ N , [ ~H, YiI ] = ~CiYiI .

The generators Eij , Rij and YiI as defined by equations 3.3.24 span the positive
restricted root subalgebra n of g.

From equations 3.3.23 and using the Jacobi identities we see that the commutation
rules are:

[Eij , Ekl] = δjkEil − δilEkj , [Eij , Rkl] = −δikRjl + δilRjk ,
[Eij , YkK ] = −δikYjK , [YiI , YjJ ] = MIJRij ,
[YiI , Rkl] = 0 , [Rij , Rkl] = 0 ,

(3.3.25)

where the matrix MIJ can not be fixed by the Jacobi equations since it involves a
choice of basis in the subspace spanned by the YiI .

Using the vector representation of SO(d,d+N) we see that we can take MIJ = δIJ

[D]. The coset Lagrangian can be constructed using the representative V defined by
V = V1V2V3Ω with:

V1 = exp
(

1
2
~Φ · ~H

)

,

V2 = · · ·U24U23 · · ·U14U13U12 , Uij = exp
(

AijEij

)

no sum ,

V3 = exp
(∑

i<j

BijRij

)

,

Ω = exp
(∑

iI

AiIYiI

)

,

(3.3.26)

where Aij , Bij and AiI are the axions and ~Φ are the dilatons. From this one finds:

dV1V1
−1 = 1

2d~Φ · ~H ,

V1dV2V2
−1V1

−1 =
∑

i<j

Fije
1
2

~Φ· ~BijEij ,

V1V2dV3V3
−1V2

−1V1
−1 =

∑

i<j

∑

mn

e
1
2

~Aij ·~ΦdBmnΓmiΓnj , (3.3.27)

V1V2V3dΩΩ−1 (V1V2V3)
−1

=
∑

Ii

e
1
2

~CiI ·~ΦF I
i YIi + 1

2

∑

Imij

e
1
2

~Aij ·~ΦAI
mΓmiF

I
j Rij , .
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From 3.3.27 one calculates the scalar action:

SG/K = 1
8

∫

dDx eTr
(
∂µM∂µM−1

)
. (3.3.28)

where the trace is in a representation and M = V#V, where # denotes the generalized
transpose (see appendix B).

Though M is in a representation of the group G, the trace in the action is in a
Lie algebra representation. Using that the Cartan involution θ is an automorphism
we rewrite the action 3.3.28 as:

SG/K = − 1
4

∫

dDxe
(
Tr(∂µVV−1∂µVV−1) + Tr(∂µVV−1(∂µVV−1)#)

)

= − 1
2

∫

dDxeTr(∂µVV−1P∂µVV−1) ,

(3.3.29)

where P : g → g denotes the projection operator defined byP : x 7→ 1
2 (1− θ)x , (3.3.30)

which is indeed a projection operator since θ2 = 1 and on k we have P = 0.

Putting all parts together, the scalar Lagrangian is precisely the same as obtained
by dimensional reduction. There are some technicalities we have avoided; there is
a one-dimensional subspace in the (d + 1)-dimensional space in which ~Φ lives that
decouples from the rest. One can see the decoupling needs to occur since the dimension
of SO(d,d + N)/SO(d) × SO(d + N) is d whereas the dilaton vector is (d + 1)-
dimensional. See [D] for more details on how to deal with this technicality and to
obtain the correct scalar Lagrangian.

One concludes that a circle-by-circle reduction admits a relatively easy way to find
the coset G/K parameterized by the scalars.

We now prove the claim made at the beginning of this section, that the inner
product between the dilaton coupling vectors is proportional to the inner product of
the restricted root vectors. We use a basis Hi for the noncompact part of the Cartan
subalgebra such that Trad(HiHj) = δij . We see from 3.3.24 that the components of
a dilaton coupling vector ~c are (~c)i = γ(Hi), where γ is the restricted root associated
with ~c. Using the Cartan–Killing metric B(, ), there is for every restricted root µ a
unique noncompact Cartan generator Hµ such that µ(h) = B(h,Hµ) for all noncom-
pact Cartan generators h. We define 〈µ, λ〉 = B(Hµ,Hλ) = Trad(HµHλ). We have
Hµ =

∑

i ciHi and the ci are given by µi = µ(Hi). Hence Trad(HµHλ) =
∑

i µiλi.
For semisimple Lie algebras the trace in any representation can be taken proportional
to the Cartan–Killing metric. In the construction of the coset we use Tr(HiHj) ∼ δij
and hence the claim is proved.
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3.4 Group Manifold Reductions

A group manifold is a Lie group. The group manifolds of semisimple G have much
structure and admit an explicit analysis.

Higher-Dimensional Vacuum

The higher-dimensional vacuum, around which the fluctuations are considered, is
for group manifold reductions in general not known. One only requires that the
geometry is Yd ×G where Yd is a maximally symmetric space and G is a Lie group.
In many cases one does not even require that Yd is a maximally symmetric space; the
reduction is performed and the lower-dimensional theory in practice always admits
a maximally symmetric vacuum, which one can (try to) uplift to a solution of the
higher-dimensional theory.

The fluxes of the fields are not specified; the vacuum value is absorbed into the
Kaluza–Klein Ansatz. If one finds in the lower-dimensional theory that some field does
not have the trivial value as solution, then its original higher-dimensional solution
around which was perturbed, was also nontrivial. Since the vacuum is not known,
except the internal geometry of G, the expansion and truncation involve a slight
modification of the programme advocated in section 3.2.

A group contains natural parameters through its structure constants and there-
fore one expects that the structure constants appear in the lower-dimensional theory
as massive parameters. Hence we expect to arrive at a lower-dimensional gauged
supergravity possibly with a scalar potential.

We now discuss the geometry of G 6. The group G acts on itself in two ways; by
left multiplication La : g 7→ ag and right multiplication Ra : g 7→ ga for g, a ∈ G.
There exist dimG left-invariant independent vector fields τα, α = 1, 2, . . . ,dimG,
i.e. they are invariant under the left-translations La. There exists a dual basis σα,
α = 1, 2, . . . ,dimG of one-forms satisfying σα(τβ) = δα

β and the Maurer–Cartan
equation

dσα = − 1
2f

α
βγσ

β ∧ σγ , (3.4.1)

where fα
βγ are the structure constants of G determined by the Lie bracket [τβ , τγ ] =

ταf
α

βγ . The one-forms σα are left-invariant.
In a similar way there exist right-invariant vector fields and right-invariant one-

forms. The structure constants determined by the Lie bracket between two right-
invariant vector fields are different (for more details see e.g. [6]). There are no bi-
invariant vector-fields.

From the left-invariant one-forms one can construct the metric g = Mαβσ
α ⊗ σβ ,

which is a left-invariant metric for any nondegenerate constant Mαβ . If one chooses
for Mαβ the Cartan–Killing metric of G the metric is bi-invariant. This choice gives

6In appendix B.5 we give more details on the geometry of compact groups.
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the ‘most symmetric’ geometry. We therefore take the bi-invariant metric to be the
vacuum metric on the group manifold G. The isometry group is thus G×G and the
Killing vectors of the left-action of G are the right-invariant vector fields and vice
versa (see [6] for a proof of this statement).

The existence of the left-invariant vector fields has a topological consequence; the
group manifold G admits nowhere vanishing vector fields. Due to a theorem of Hopf
this can only hold if the Euler characteristic χ(G) vanishes. This is important when
we discuss gauge transformations of gauge fields on G.

Expansion and Truncation of Fluctuations

The left-invariant one-forms and vector fields form a basis for the fields7 living on the
group manifold G. A one-form ω on TG∗ can thus be expanded as ω(y) = ωα(y)σα(y).
Acting on ω with left-translation we see (L∗

gω)(gy) = (L∗
gωα)(gy)(L∗

gσ
α)(gy) = ωα(gy)

σα(y) by left-invariance of σα. The one-form is thus left-invariant if and only if ωα

is constant over G. Similarly a p-form ω(p) = ωα1···αp
σα

1 ∧ · · · ∧ σα
p is left-invariant

if and only if the ωα1···αp
are constants. The coefficients ωα1···αp

are functions on G
and can thus be expanded as in 3.2.11. We now wish to find a suitable truncation.

By the singlet analysis of section 3.1 we see that restricting to the singlets of the
isometry group G×G is consistent. This means that we keep both the left-invariant
and right-invariant vector fields as Killing vectors. However this is in general not
possible. One problem is that there are for general G no bi-invariant one-forms and
hence little fields survive the truncation.

A second problem is that the left-invariant Killing vectors are not right-invariant.
This can be seen as follows. The left-invariant vector fields generate right-translations.
If X is a left-invariant vector field generating a right-translation, then the variation of
a left-invariant vector field Y under the right-translation generated by X is LX(Y ) =
[X,Y ], which is in general nonzero.

A third problem related to the second is explained in [99]; the inner product of a
left-invariant vector field with a right-invariant vector field is a scalar function that
in general does depend on the coordinates on G and is thus not invariant under left-
and right-translations. This scalar function does appear in the equations of motion of
the lower-dimensional fields, which are independent of the coordinates on G and thus
we obtain a contradicting set of equations of motion for the lower-dimensional fields.

We therefore discard the possibility of restricting the fluctuations to the full isom-
etry group. The aforementioned problems are solved if we truncate to the fluctuations
that are invariant under the subgroup of the isometry group generated by the left-
translations. The isometry group is still G × G but we truncate the Killing vectors
appearing in the metric components gµα to the left-invariant Killing vectors. Hence

7We ignore the issue of whether it is possible to define fermions on G and restrict ourselves to
bosonic fields.
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a Lie derivative along a right-invariant vector fields annihilates all the fluctuations
surviving the truncation.

Kaluza–Klein Ansatz

The most general left-invariant metric h on G is h = Gαβσ
α ⊗ σβ , where Gαβ is a

nondegenerate symmetric matrix that is constant over G. This motivates the following
Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the metric:

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν +Gαβ(σα − V α)(σβ − V β) . (3.4.2)

The V α are the Kaluza–Klein gauge vectors and only the σα depend on the coordi-
nates yα.

We know show that the off-diagonal components of the metric match up with
3.2.27. We write σα =

∑

β Sαβdyβ , where Sαβ is a y-dependent matrix. The left-

invariant vector fields dual to the σα are given by τα =
∑

β S
−1
βα∂β . The vacuum

metric on G can be chosen G0 = δαβσ
α ⊗ σβ =

∑

γ SγαΣγβdyα ⊗ dyβ since G is
compact. The left-invariant vector fields are the Killing vectors and hence the off-
diagonal components of the metric 3.4.2 with respect to the basis (dxµ,dyα) become
to zeroth order in x

gµα =
∑

β

V β
µ (τβ)α =

∑

βγ

V β
µ (τβ)γ(G0)αγ =

∑

β

V β
µ (σβ)α , (3.4.3)

which matches with 3.2.27.
The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the vielbein is given by

êa = ea , êm = Em
α (σα − V α) , (3.4.4)

where Em
α is such that Em

α δmnE
n
β = Gαβ . The index m is a tangent space index and

α, β, . . . are curved indices.
The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for other fields than the metric is given by an expansion

in the vielbeins and the only dependence on yα is encoded in the Maurer–Cartan one-
forms in the vielbeins. The lower-dimensional fields are defined as the coefficients
in the expansion with respect to the basis {ea, hα ≡ σα − V α}. Defining the lower-
dimensional fields in this way guarantees that the lower-dimensional fields transform
in the adjoint representation of G, the truncated isometry group. The Kaluza–Klein
vectors V α transform as gauge fields δV α = −Dλα, where λα is a parameter in the
adjoint of G and D is the G-covariant derivative.

3.4.1 Heterotic Supergravity on a Group Manifold

We now give an example of a group manifold reduction and perform a dimensional
reduction over a group manifold of ten-dimensional dualized Heterotic supergravity
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to four dimensions and analyze the lower-dimensional symmetries. The analysis is
based on [C]. We begin with the action 3.3.2:

S2-form =

∫

e−φ
(

R⋆1 + ⋆dφ ∧ dφ− 1
2⋆H

(3) ∧H(3) − Tr ⋆F (A) ∧ F (A)
)

. (3.4.5)

where the field strengths are defined as in section 2.3.12. We dualize the two-form
B to a six-form; it is in this formalism that we can see many features of the group
manifold reduction procedure. We obtain the dualized action S6-form = SSG + SYM,
where

SSG =

∫

e−φ(R⋆1 + ⋆dφ ∧ dφ) − 1
2eφ ⋆H(7) ∧H(7) ,

SYM = −
∫

e−φTr ⋆F (A) ∧ F (A) −B(6) ∧ TrF (A) ∧ F (A) ,

(3.4.6)

and where H(7) = dB(6). The gauge transformations of B(6) are δB(6) = dΛ(5). The
gauge transformations are reduced in a similar fashion as the fields.

The volume of G is normalized as
∫

G
σ1 ∧ . . . ∧ σ6 = 1. The compactness of G

implies that the structure constants are traceless, fα
αβ = 0.

The basis elements hα satisfy

dhα = −F (V )α − fα
βγh

β ∧ V γ − 1
2f

α
βγh

β ∧ hγ . (3.4.7)

where the Kaluza–Klein field strengths F (V )α are given by

F (V )α = dV α + [V, V ]α = dV α + 1
2f

α
βγV

β ∧ V γ . (3.4.8)

The reduction Ansätze for the other fields are given by8:

φ̂ = φ+ 1
2 ln |detGαβ | , (3.4.9)

B̂(6) = 1
2!B

(4)
α1α2

hα1hα2 + 1
3!B

(3)
α1...α3

hα1 · · ·hα3 + 1
4!B

(2)
α1...α4

hα1 · · ·hα4

+ 1
5!B

(1)
α1...α5

hα1 · · ·hα5 + 1
6!B

(0)
α1...α6

hα1 · · ·hα6 . (3.4.10)

ÂI = AI
ae

a +AI
αh

α . (3.4.11)

For the m-forms B(m) we used the shorthand notation

B(m)
α1...α6−m

= 1
m!B

(m)
a1...amα1...α6−m

ea1 · · · eam , m = 0, 1, . . . , 6 , (3.4.12)

From the Ansatz (3.4.10) one obtains the seven-form field strength Ĥ(7) = dB̂(6).
Substituting the expression for B̂ gives:

Ĥ(7) =

4∑

m=1

1
m!(7−m)!H

(m)
a1...amα1...α7−m

ea1 · · · eamhα1 · · ·hα7−m . (3.4.13)

8We omit the ∧-symbols in this section to simplify the formulae.
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The reduction of SSG gives the four-dimensional action S = S1 + S2 with:

S1 =

∫

e−φ
(

R⋆1 + 1
2⋆dφdφ− 1

2Gαβ ⋆F (V )αF (V )β

+ 1
4⋆DGαβDGαβ − V1(G) ⋆1

)

,

S2 = − 1
2

∫

eφ detGαβ

(
1
3!⋆H

(4)α1...α3H(4)
α1...α3

+ 1
4!⋆H

(3)α1...α4H(3)
α1...α4

+ 1
5!⋆H

(2)α1...α5H(2)
α1...α5

+ 1
6!⋆H

(1)α1...α6H(1)
α1...α6

)

.

(3.4.14)

The covariant derivative D is covariant with respect to gauge transformations asso-
ciated with right-translations. The contraction in the H2-terms is with Gαβ . The
scalar potential V1(G) due to reduction of the gravitational sector is given by [116]

V1(G) = 1
4Gα1α2

Gβ1β2Gγ1γ2fα1
β1γ1

fα2
β2γ2

+ 1
2G

α1α2fβ
α1γf

γ
α2β . (3.4.15)

The expressions for the curvatures H(p) are

H(1)
α1...α6

= DB(0)
α1...α6

+ 15fβ
[α1α2

B(1)
α3...α6]β , (3.4.16a)

H(2)
α1...α5

= DB(1)
α1...α5

+B
(0)
α1...α5βF (V )β + 10fβ

[α1α2
B(2)

α3...α5]β , (3.4.16b)

H(3)
α1...α4

= DB(2)
α1...α4

+B(1)
α1...α4βF (V )β + 6fβ

[α1α2
B(3)

α3α4]β , (3.4.16c)

H(4)
α1...α3

= DB(3)
α1...α3

+B(2)
α1...α3βF (V )β + 3fβ

[α1α2
B(4)

α3]β . (3.4.16d)

The gauge transformations of B(n) are

δB(n)
α1...α6−n

= DΛ(n−1)
α1...α6−n

− Λ(n−2)
α1...α6−nβF (V )β

− 1
2 (6 − n)(5 − n)fβ

[α1α2
Λ(n)

α3...α6−n]β .
(3.4.17)

At some points in the analysis it is more convenient to redefine the p-form gauge
fields by dualizing to upper internal indices:

B(n)
α1...α6−n

≡ 1
n! ε̃α1...α6−n β1...βn

B̃(n)β1...βn , (3.4.18)

where ǫ̃α1···α6
denotes the six-dimensional completely antisymmetric alternating sym-

bol9. The fields B̃(n) have the correct transformation properties under gauge transfor-
mations due to the unimodularity of G, which in turn is guaranteed by compactness
of G [C]. The corresponding curvatures for the fields B̃(n) are:

H̃(n)α1...αn−1 = DB̃(n−1)α1...αn−1 + (n− 1)(−1)n B̃(n−2)[α1...αn−2F (V )αn−1]

+ n−1
2 f [α1

β1β2
B̃(n)α2...αn−1]β1β2 . (3.4.19)

9The object ǫ̃α1···α6 is thus the six-dimensional Levi–Civitá symbol; see appendix A.
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The Yang–Mills field strengths are defined by: F̂ (Â)I = dÂI + (Â ∧ Â)I . Using
3.4.11 one finds10:

F̂ (Â)I = GI + D̄AI
αh

α + 1
2FI

α1α2
hα1hα2 , (3.4.20)

where we use the following definitions:

F (A)I = dAI + 1
2f

I
JKA

JAK , (3.4.21a)

GI = F (A)I −AI
αF

α(V ) , (3.4.21b)

D̄AI
α = dAI

α + fβ
αγV

γAI
β + f I

JKA
JAK

α , (3.4.21c)

FI
α1α2

= f I
JKA

J
α1
AK

α2
−AI

γf
γ

α1α2
. (3.4.21d)

The ten-dimensional Chern–Simons form Ĉ can be rewritten as

Ĉ = Tr (Â dÂ+ 2
3 Â Â Â) = 1

2 Â
I F̂ (Â)I − 1

12f
I
JKÂ

I ÂJ ÂK . (3.4.22)

Substitution of the Ansatz (3.4.11) gives

Ĉ = C(3) + C(2)
αh

α + 1
2!C

(1)
α1α2

hα1hα2 + 1
3!C

(0)
α1α2α3

hα1hα2hα3 , (3.4.23)

where

C(3) = 1
2 (AIGI − 1

6f
I
JKA

IAJAK) , (3.4.24a)

C(2)
α = 1

2 (AID̄AI
α +AI

αG
I − 1

2f
I
JKA

IAJAK
α) , (3.4.24b)

C(1)
α1α2

= − 1
2A

IAI
γf

γ
α1α2

−AI
[α1

D̄AI
α2] , (3.4.24c)

C(0)
α1α2α3

= f I
JKA

I
α1
AJ

α2
AK

α3
− 3

2A
I
[α1
fδ

α2α3]A
I
δ . (3.4.24d)

The reduction of the ten-dimensional action SYM is facilitated by using dĈ = 1
2 F̂

I F̂ I .
For the topological term in SYM we write

L̂CS = B̂(6) ∧ Tr (F̂ ∧ F̂ ) = −Ĥ(7) ∧ Ĉ(3) + total derivative, (3.4.25)

which gives the following contribution to the four-dimensional action:

LCS = −H̃(1)C(3) − H̃(2)αC(2)
α − 1

2!H̃
(3)α1α2C(1)

α1α2

− 1
3!H̃

(4)α1α2α3C(0)
α1α2α3

.
(3.4.26)

10In the following D̄ stands for a covariant derivative that is covariant with respect to both the
Scherk–Schwarz and Yang–Mills gauge transformations. It should be kept in mind that AI is the
one-form corresponding to the gauge vector, while AI

α are scalar fields. The internal indices α, β, . . .
are therefore always written explicitly. Any repeated Yang–Mills index I, J, . . . is summed over.
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After a partial integration one obtains

LCS = 1
2 B̃

(0)GIGI − B̃(1)αGID̄AI
α + 1

2 (GIFI
α1α2

− D̄AI
α1

D̄AI
α2

)B̃(2)α1α2

− 1
2 B̃

(3)α1α2α3D̄AI
α1
FI

α2α3
+ 1

8 B̃
(4)α1...α4FI

α1α2
FI

α3α4
. (3.4.27)

We now give the complete four-dimensional Lagrangian with Yang–Mills fields, in
the Einstein frame and in terms of the redefined fields 3.4.18:

L =L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 , (3.4.28)

L1 =
√−g

(

R− 1
2∂µφ∂

µφ− 1
4e−φ F (V )µν

αGαβF (V )µν β

+ 1
4DµGαβDµGαβ − eφ V1(G)

)

, (3.4.29)

L2 = −√−g
(

1
2e2φ ∂µB̃

(0)∂µB̃(0) + 1
4eφ H̃(2)

µν
αH̃(2)µν βGαβ

+ 1
4!H̃

(3)
µνλ

α1α2H̃(3)µνλβ1β2Gα1β1
Gα2β2

(3.4.30)

+ 1
2·3!4!e

−φH̃(4)
µνλρ

α1α2α3H̃(4)µνλρβ1β2β3Gα1β1
Gα2β2

Gα3β3

)

,

L3 = −√−g e−φ
(

1
4G

I
µνG

I µν + 1
2eφ D̄µA

I
αD̄

µ
AI

βG
αβ

+ 1
4e2φ FI

α1α2
FI

β1β2
Gα1β1Gα2β2

)

, (3.4.31)

L4 = − ǫ̃µνλρ
(

1
8 B̃

(0)GI
µνG

I
λρ − 1

2 B̃
(1)

µ
αGI

νλD̄ρA
I
α

+ 1
4 B̃

(2)
λρ

αβ
(

1
2G

I
µνFI

αβ − D̄µA
I
αD̄νA

I
β

)
(3.4.32)

− 1
2·3! B̃

(3)
µνλ

αβγD̄ρA
I
αFI

βγ + 1
8·4! B̃

(4)
µνλρ

αβγδFI
αβFI

γδ

)

.

3.4.2 Stückelberg Symmetries and Cohomology

We now analyze the system of gauge transformations 3.4.17 and the presence of mass-
terms in the Lagrangian S2 in equation 3.4.14. The parameters Λ(n) of the gauge
transformations 3.4.17 generate shift symmetries. In analyzing which fields are phys-
ical we can restrict ourselves to the shift-symmetries. The shift-symmetries are called
Stückelberg symmetries after the German physicist who introduced a formalism for
dealing with massive gauge fields [117] (he is best known for introducing the concept
of baryon conservation in 1939).

For a generic field Φ with p internal indices the local shift symmetry acts as:

δΦα1...αp
= fβ

[α1α2
Λα3...αp]β . (3.4.33)

The mass term for a field Φ is constructed from (see equations 3.4.16)

(m[Φ])α1...αp+1
= fβ

[α1α2
Φα3...αp+1]β . (3.4.34)
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We associate with each Φ an element of the set Λ
(p)
L of left-invariant p-forms on

G:

Φα1...αp
7→ Φ(p) = 1

p!Φα1...αp
σα1 . . . σαp . (3.4.35)

For the exterior derivatives dp : Λ
(p)
L → Λ

(p+1)
L , we define the images Z(p) ≡ Im (dp−1),

the kernels Ω(p) = Ker (dp) and the quotients H(p) = Ω(p)/Z(p). The equations
(3.4.33) and (3.4.34) describe a cohomology problem for the left-invariant forms:

δΦ(p) = dΛ(p−1), m[Φ(p)] = dΦ(p) . (3.4.36)

Due to a theorem by Chevalley and Eilenberg [118] this cohomology problem is equiv-
alent to the de Rahm cohomology on the group manifold G if G is compact and con-
nected. In particular we have dimH(p) = bp where bp is the pth Betti number of G.
Since dp is a homomorphism we have

Z(p) ∼= Λ
(p−1)
L /Ω(p−1) , (3.4.37)

giving us the recurrence relation

dimZ(p+1) = dim Λ
(p)
L − dimZ(p) − bp =

(
6

p

)

− bp − dimZ(p) . (3.4.38)

The recurrence relation 3.4.38 can be solved starting from dim Z(0) = 0:

dimZ(1) = 1 − b0 ,

dimZ(2) = 5 − b1 + b0 ,

dimZ(3) = 10 − b2 + b1 − b0 ,

dimZ(4) = 10 − b3 + b2 − b1 + b0 ,

dimZ(5) = 5 − b4 + b3 − b2 + b1 − b0 = 5 − χ(G) + b6 − b5 ,

dimZ(6) = 1 − b5 + b4 − b3 + b2 − b1 + b0 = 1 + χ(G) − b6 ,

(3.4.39)

where χ(G) is the Euler characteristic of the six-dimensional G

χ(G) =

6∑

r=0

(−1)rbr . (3.4.40)

Since the group manifold is compact and connected we have Poincaré duality: bp =
b6−p. On compact connected six-dimensional Lie groups b0 = 1 and thus:

2b1 − 2b2 + b3 = 2 . (3.4.41)
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field features dimension DOF

B(4)
gauge dimZ(2) 0
massive dimZ(3) 0
massless b2 0

B(3)
gauge dimZ(3) 0
massive dimZ(4) 1
massless b3 0

B(2)
gauge dimZ(4) 0
massive dimZ(5) 3
massless b4 1

B(1)
gauge dimZ(5) 0
massive dimZ(6) 3
massless b5 2

B(0)
gauge dimZ(6) 0
massive 0 1
massless b6 1

Table 3.4.1: Result of the analysis of the shift symmetries of the Kalb–Ramond fields B(n).

Each B(n) splits in three parts: gauge degrees of freedom, massive and massless components.

The third column shows how the dimension of the various spaces Z(p) and H(p) determines

the number of components of B(n). DOF indicates the number of degrees of freedom for

each choice of the 6 − n internal indices.

For odd-dimensional compact connected Lie groups a relation like 3.4.41 cannot be
deduced since due to Poincaré duality the Euler characteristic vanishes identically.

We draw the following conclusions: (1) The mass terms 3.4.34 are invariant under
the shift symmetries. (2) A field can be gauged away if Φ(p) ∈ Z(p). These fields
do not have mass terms11. (3) If and only if a field Φ(p) has a mass term, there is a
Φ(p+1) that can be gauged away, i.e. Φ(p+1) is ‘eaten’ by Φ(p). (5) Physical massless

fields are elements of H(p) for some p. (6) The number of massive fields in Λ
(p)
L is

dimZ(p+1).
In this context the fields B(n) in four dimensions are interpreted as elements of

Λ
(6−n)
L , for n = 0, . . . , 4. The implications for these fields are presented in Table

3.4.1. The total number of physical degrees of freedom in four dimensions is obtained
by taking, for each row of Table 3.4.1, the product of the dimension in the third,
and the number of degrees of freedom in the fourth column, and by summing these

11Having no mass term does not imply the field is massless since the notion of a mass depends on
the space-time symmetry group.
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products. Using (3.4.39) one finds that this sum is 28 + χ(G). As noted before
the Euler characteristic vanishes since a group manifold admits a set of nowhere
vanishing vector fields (the left-invariant vector fields for example). Hence the total
number of degrees of freedom of the fields B(n), n = 0, . . . , 4 in four dimensions is
28, in correspondence with the number of degrees of freedom of the ten-dimensional
two-form (or equivalently six-form).

The equation of motion of a massless B(3) is DB(3) = 0. From this and the above
cohomology analysis we conclude that we can give a vacuum expectation value (vev)
to a B(3) if b3 6= 0. If the group G is nonabelian then b3 6= 0, since for any compact
nonabelian group there is a nonzero harmonic 3-form given by

Ω3 = Tr(g−1dg ∧ g−1dg ∧ g−1dg), g ∈ G . (3.4.42)

In the case of B(4) the equation of motion is algebraic, it sets, in the absence of
Yang–Mills fields, certain components of H(4) to zero. The b2 massless components
in table 3.4.1 do not appear in the action at all, and never give rise to fluxes.

If G is semisimple, b1 = b5 = 0. This follows from the more general theorem
proved in appendix B.5 that on a semisimple compact group the first and the one
but last Betti numbers vanish; b1 = bn−1 = 0. Combining this with b0 = b6 = 1 and
χ(G) = 0, we see that all vectors B(1) can be gauged away.

Examples for Six-Dimensional Compact Groups

The only simple compact Lie groups with dimension not exceeding 6 are SU(2) and
SO(3) the difference between the two being that the first is the double cover of the
latter. Since both are connected, the Chevalley–Eilenberg theorem applies to both
and concerning the Betti numbers they are indistinguishable.

Some examples of compact six-dimensional groups are constructed using SU(2)
and U(1): G = SU(2) × SU(2), G = SU(2) × U(1)3, G = U(1)6. The Betti numbers
of SU(2) are (b0, b1, b2, b3) = (1, 0, 0, 1) and for U(1)n we have bk =

(
n
k

)
.

To calculate the Betti numbers of the product of two compact manifolds we use
the Künneth formula (see appendix B or e.g. [5]). The Betti numbers for the three
groups mentioned above are put in table 3.4.2. Using the equations 3.4.39 it is a
matter of plugging in the numbers to find the values of dimZ(n) in the table 3.4.1 for
these groups. In table 3.4.3 we have presented the result.

From table 3.4.3 we see that for the group U(1)6 all fields B(n) are massless. This
is in agreement with the fact that the toroidal reductions of ungauged supergravities
without fluxes results in ungauged supergravities, in which all fields are massless.

We claim that the list in 3.4.3 exhausts all six-dimensional compact connected Lie
groups except for the trivial substitution of an SU(2)-factor by an SO(3)-factor. We
conclude this section with proving this claim.
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Group b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

SU(2) × SU(2) 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
SU(2) × U(1)3 1 3 3 2 3 3 1
U(1)6 1 6 15 20 15 6 1

Table 3.4.2: The Betti numbers for a few six-dimensional compact connected Lie groups.

field features
dimension for the groups:

DOF
SU(2) × SU(2) SU(2) × U(1)3 U(1)6

B(4) gauge 6 3 0 0
massive 9 9 0 0
massless 0 3 15 0

B(3) gauge 9 9 0 0
massive 9 9 0 1
massless 2 2 20 0

B(2) gauge 9 9 0 0
massive 6 0 0 3
massless 0 3 15 1

B(1) gauge 6 3 0 0
massive 0 0 0 3
massless 0 3 6 2

B(0) gauge 0 0 0 0
massive 0 0 0 0
massless 1 1 0 1

Table 3.4.3: Result of the analysis of the shift-symmetries of the Kalb–Ramond fields B(n)

for the group SU(2)×SU(2), SU(2)×U(1)3 and U(1)6, in the reduction of B(6) from 10 to

4 dimensions. See the caption of Table 3.4.1 for more details.
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We first prove that the list in 3.4.3 exhausts all connected compact six-dimensional
Lie groups that have a reductive Lie algebra. A reductive Lie algebra is by definition a
Lie algebra g such that for every ideal a in g there is an ideal b in g such that g = a⊕b.
It follows that a reductive Lie algebra is the direct sum of its derived algebra g′ and
its center such that g′ is semisimple [94]. From this we see that table 3.4.3 contains
all possible connected compact six-dimensional Lie groups with reductive Lie algebra.
The proof is finished if we can prove that any compact Lie group has a reductive Lie
algebra. In order to do this we first show that every representation of a compact Lie
group is unitary.

A compact Lie groupH admits a measure µ that is invariant under left-translations:
µ(gh) = µ(h). A way to see this is that the wedge product of all left-invariant one-
forms σa on H is a left-invariant volume form. Since the group H is compact we can
integrate over the whole group. Suppose we have a representation ρ of H in a vector
space V that has an inner product 〈, 〉0. Then we define the inner product 〈, 〉

〈v, w〉 =

∫

H

dµ(h)〈ρ(h)−1v, ρ(h)−1w〉0 , v, w ∈ V . (3.4.43)

With respect to the inner product 〈, 〉 the representation ρ is unitary;

〈ρ(g)v, ρ(g)w〉 =

∫

H

dµ(h)〈ρ(h)−1ρ(g)v, ρ(h)−1ρ(g)w〉0

=

∫

H

dµ(h)〈ρ(g−1h)−1v, ρ(g−1h)−1w〉0

=

∫

H

dµ(g−1h)〈ρ(g−1h)−1v, ρ(g−1h)−1w〉0

= 〈v, w〉 .

(3.4.44)

Hence the representation ρ is equivalent to a unitary representation. This we use to
prove reductivity of the Lie algebra.

The unitarity of the representations of the Lie group H ensures that every repre-
sentation of the Lie algebra h of H is equivalent to an anti-Hermitian representation;
in particular the adjoint representation of h. Let a be an ideal in h and define a⊥ to
be the orthogonal complement of a with respect to the inner product 〈, 〉 in which the
adjoint representation is anti-Hermitian. Then a⊥ is also an ideal, since for b ∈ a⊥,
a ∈ a and l ∈ h we have 〈a, [l, b]〉 = 〈a, adl(b)〉 = −〈adl(a), b〉 = 0 since [l, a] ∈ a and
thus [l, b] ∈ a⊥.

If V is any vector space equipped with an inner product 〈, 〉V , then for any subspace
W we have V = W⊕W⊥, where W⊥ is the orthogonal complement of W with respect
to the inner product 〈, 〉V the Lie algebra. Hence h decomposes uniquely into a and
a⊥ and both a and a⊥ are ideals. Hence h is reductive. This completes the proof.
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3.5 Scherk–Schwarz Reductions

There are two types of Scherk–Schwarz reductions. Both are generalizations of the
toroidal reductions. Whereas in toroidal reductions the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz is such
that all fields do not depend on the coordinates on the torus, in the Scherk–Schwarz
reductions they do. The dependence on the internal coordinates can be done in
two ways, making the difference between the so-called Scherk–Schwarz I and Scherk–
Schwarz II reductions. In this section we briefly comment on these types of reductions.
For more details and examples we refer to the literature, e.g. [49, 116, 119–125] and
references therein.

Scherk–Schwarz I Reductions

Scherk–Schwarz I reductions use a global symmetry of the higher-dimensional theory
[120]. We call the global symmetry group G and we denote the coordinates on the
torus yi with the identification yi ≡ yi + 2πRi. We assemble the coordinates into a
vector ~y.

For each coordinate yi we introduce the vector ~ei with components (~ei)j = 2πRiδij .
The y-dependence of a field φ, which takes values in a representation of G, is such
that going around the torus in one direction the field returns to its value up to a
global symmetry transformation; φ(~y + ~ei) = giφ(~y), where gi ∈ G and giφ denotes
the action of gi on φ and the dependence on the lower-dimensional coordinates is
suppressed. Since ~ei + ~ej = ej + ~ei we have gigj = gjgi, and hence the gi form an
abelian discrete subgroup of G.

The Kaluza–Klein Ansatz for the field φ is

φ̂(xµ, ~y) = g(~y)φ(xµ) , (3.5.1)

where the g(~y) parameterizes a subgroup of G such that g(~ei) = gi.
The group G is a global symmetry group and thus the Lagrangian is a singlet

under G. Hence the Lagrangian is independent of y. This can only be arranged if all
derivatives of a field depends in the same way on y as the field itself; ∂yi

(g(~y)φ(x)) =

g(~y)φ̃i(x) for some φ̃(x)i. Hence we need [120]

g(~y)−1∂yi
g(~y) = Ci , (3.5.2)

where Ci is a y-independent element of the Lie algebra of G. In terms of the Ci the
Kaluza–Klein Ansatz of the field φ is

φ̂(xµ, ~y) = exp
(

Ciyi

)

φ(x) . (3.5.3)

The objects Ci give rise to mass terms in the lower-dimensional supergravity and thus
the Scherk–Schwarz I reductions result in a lower-dimensional gauged supergravity.
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If the abelian subgroup generated by the Ci commutes with the higher-dimensional
supersymmetry algebra no supersymmetry is broken. More generally, the lower-
dimensional supersymmetry is determined by the subalgebra of the higher-dimensional
supersymmetry algebra that commutes with the subalgebra generated by the elements
Ci.

Scherk–Schwarz II Reductions

Scherk–Schwarz II reductions use the higher-dimensional symmetry of general co-
ordinate transformations to give the fields a nontrivial dependence on the internal
coordinates yi [116]. One introduces matrices U(y)β

α and Ũ(y)α
β such that a field with

p lower internal indices and q upper internal indices has the following Kaluza–Klein
Ansatz (suppressing lower-dimensional indices)

φ̂α1...αp

β1...βq (x, y) = U(y)γ1
α1

· · ·U(y)γp
αp
Ũ(y)β1

δ1
. . . Ũ(y)

βq

δq
φγ1...γp

δ1...δq (x) . (3.5.4)

Consistency requires Ũ(y)γ
αU(y)β

γ = δβ
α and that the following relation holds [116]:

Ũ δ1
α Ũ δ2

β

(
∂δ1

Uγ
δ2

− ∂δ2
Uγ

δ1

)
= −fγ

αβ , (3.5.5)

for some constants fγ
αβ and ∂α = ∂yα

.

If we introduce the one-forms σ̃α = Ũ(y)α
βdyβ equation 3.5.5 is equivalent to

dσ̃α = − 1
2f

α
γδσ̃

γ ∧ σ̃δ , (3.5.6)

and the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz 3.5.4 is for a p-form on the internal manifold equivalent
to

φ̂αp...αp
(x, y)dyα1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyαp = φ(x)αp...αp

σ̃α1 ∧ · · · ∧ σ̃αp . (3.5.7)

Hence a Scherk–Schwarz II reduction looks equivalent to a group manifold reduction
where the group G has structure constants fα

γδ.
There is however a global issue; nothing forbids the structure constants appearing

on the right-hand side of equation 3.5.5 to be the structure constants of a noncompact
group (the structure constants have to be traceless though, fα

βα = 0 [116] but this
does not mean that the group is compact). To obtain a compact manifold one divides
by a noncompact discrete subgroup Γ such that G/Γ is compact [121]. Then locally
one can use the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz 3.5.4.

3.6 Other Reductions and Consistency

In Kaluza–Klein reductions the internal manifold is a symmetric space but symmetric
spaces are just one special class of manifolds that can be used for dimensional reduc-
tions. To obtain other dimensional reductions one can, for example, try to generalize
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to the spaces that are obtained by modding a symmetric space G/K out by a discrete
subgroup Γ of G, for example Tn/Zn (an n-cube with the boundaries not identified).

There are dimensional reductions that require a totally new approach, such as
reducing over Joyce Manifolds, Calabi–Yau Manifolds or manifolds with some ‘struc-
ture’, such as G2-structures. In this thesis we do not treat them. We refer to the vast
amount of literature on this subject, e.g. [126–137] and references therein.

When considering reductions and their consistency there is a subtle issue one
has to keep in mind. In the preceding sections it was greatly emphasized that the
truncation to a finite set of fields should be a consistent one. But if one is interested
in an effective low-energy approximation of a supergravity theory one can go around
the difficult issue of consistency. If the states with light masses couple to states with
heavy masses, the heavy states can be produced via an interaction at high energies.
So an inconsistent truncation is truly wrong at high energies but at energies below
a certain cutoff scale the original theory can in some cases be safely described by a
truncated theory where some interactions have been discarded. Of course one cannot
truncate at will, in some cases a blind truncation will lead to a theory that is no longer
a good approximation to the mother theory. If a truncation to a low-mass sector does
not work, the physically right approach is to integrate out the massive modes. See
for a more technical explanation on this issue [138,139].

If one wants to be able revert the action of dimensional reduction and uplift a
lower-dimensional solution, one needs a consistent reduction. Recall the definition
of a consistent reduction from section 3.2.3: a reduction is consistent if every lower-
dimensional solution can be uplifted to a solution of the higher-dimensional theory.

A feature of Kaluza–Klein reductions is that the explicit expression for the higher-
dimensional fields is given by means of the Kaluza–Klein Ansatz. For other reductions
the precise expressions may not be known; for example the metric on many Calabi–
Yau manifolds is not known but one does know that the Ricci tensor vanishes. On
the one hand it is appealing that without knowing the precise expressions for the
fields still many statements can be made about the lower-dimensional action and
even the Lagrangian can be constructed, but on the other hand the explicitness of
Kaluza–Klein theories, admitting a full quantitative analysis, is also appealing.




